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Abstract. In this work innovative coating solutions are presented and their damping 
behaviour experimentally is investigated by means of dynamic measurements on specimens 
in the form of coated slender beams. The effectiveness of the different solutions is compared 
by means of a damping estimator and the results are discussed. A multilayer beam model, 
taking into account of the dissipative actions at the interface between the layers by means 
of a complex interlaminar impedance, is also presented. Some model application examples 
and some prototype solutions based on organic polymers are shown. 
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Abstract. Not only the well known and spread horizontal axis machines are present in
the wind turbine scenario, but other architectures have found their niche. Among them, the
Darrieus solution is known for its relatively compact design and small size, but, even more,
for its vertical axis, as well as for the vertical blades distributed on the side of a rotating
cylinder, even when twisted with special 3D helical shapes. Contrary to the horizontal axis
solution mostly as 3-bladed version, the Darrieus design can not take advantage of the axis
orientation control of the blade plane, because it accepts wind from any direction. But in
order to maximise the efficiency in harvesting energy from the wind, the Darrieus turbine
searches for the best attack angle between each blade and the wind flow at a specific speed,
optimised along the complete rotation of the blade around the central axis. Together with a
simple self-control towards the wind flow direction, a solution to improve the energy conver-
sion into torque comes from the design of a controlled guidance of the attack angle of the
vertical blades towards the flow.
In this work the common use of an old mechanism, the four-bar linkage, is analysed to
generate the passive control of each of the 3 blades in a simple Darrieus turbine design
to improve the efficiency. This activity was made to understand, with relatively simple
models, the advantages and drawbacks of such mechanism architecture for the optimal
guidance of each blade, as a preliminary and feasibility methodological study for a potential
research path in wind energy harvesting alternative solutions. The work therefore deals
with the selection of a common wing profile and a 3-bladed machine scheme, together with
the adoption of four-bar linkage for each passively controlled blade. The aerodynamic
force distribution and torque simulation follow, as functions of the angular position, at two
different wind speeds in a complete turbine rotation. The assumptions, the formulation
and results for the simple Darrieus machine with an attack angle guidance mechanism are
discussed in detail.

Keywords: Wind turbines, Darrieus turbine, vertical axis wind turbine, VAWT, wind
energy harvesting, four-bar linkage, mechanisms in wind energy, attack angle control.
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Figure 1. Wind forces on the blade.

The correct angle of attack and blade shape are the key-points in harvesting the maximal

energy from the wind flow. Furthermore, the output torque and power generation can be

unsteady quantities also in a single revolution of the turbine. This works addresses the reg-

ulation of the attack angle in Vertical Axis Wind Turbines (VAWTs) by means of a four-bar

linkage, which drives the position of each blade towards the flow direction.

The basic concepts about the aerodynamic forces at the ground of wind energy harvesting

are introduced in section 2.. After briefly presenting in section 3. the main architectures of

the VAWTs against the Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines (HAWTs), in section 4. the passive

control solution to guide the attack angle in VAWTs is explained. In section 5. the inertial

contributions are taken into account to write the motion equations of the whole machine.

The latter are used to simulate the forces and torques available at specific wind speeds with

the aim of being able to simulate the energy harvesting of the passively controlled HAWT.

Conclusions are drawn in section 6..

In this preliminary study it is important to track the generation of distributed forces on the

machine, as the real engine of the wind energy harvester of any architecture.

Origin of aerodynamic pressure on a wing profile
As can be depicted in Figure 1, the wind on a wing generates forces depending on the actual

position of the wing towards the flow direction, which is considered as uniformly distributed

16



Figure 2. Wind forces on the blade. Angles and vectors of relevance.

on a plane orthogonal to the wind direction. The blade itself is moving on a travel direction

orthogonal to the absolute wind surface with a certain speed, therefore the wind impacts the

blade with a relative velocity direction, as vectorial sum of the wind speed and of the blade

speed. The blade faces the relative wind direction with an attack angle from the chord line.

The latter has a pitch angle regarding the blade direction of travel. The pitch angle will be

addressed as the controlled angle to optimise the attack angle for a specific wind relative

speed.

The wind flows around the blade with different speeds depending on the shape and on

the attack angle: the Bernoulli principle tells us that where the flow is faster the pressure

is lower, whereas on the side of slower flow there is an increase of the pressure field. The

pressure difference is the origin of the forces on the blade, which push the blade toward the

lower pressure zone. The aerodynamic force can be seen as the vectorial sum of a lift and

drag components, where lift force is orthogonal to the relative wind direction, whereas drag
force has the same direction of the apparent wind. In Figure 1 also another decomposition is

shown, calling torque or tangent component that on the blade travel direction and thrust or

normal the one orthogonal to it, thus along the absolute wind speed. It is actually the tangent
component that can harvest energy from the wind to a power generator for a guided blade in

a wind turbine.

As an example more focused on the VAWTs [1], in Figure 2 a turbine blade is rotating at

rotational speed ω on a circular trajectory of ray r, therefore with a tangential speed ωr. The

wind absolute velocity is directed as Vi, thus the wind relative velocity becomes the vector

W. From the latter the attack angle α(λ) can be measured, where λ is the tip speed ratio

defined as λ = ωr
Vi

. In this configuration, the forces are clearly depicted as drag force D, lift

force L, normal force FN, tangential force FT and resultant force FR.
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Figure 3. Efficiency as function of wind speed.

Dependence of forces on wing angles
Among the many references available in literature, [2] might be useful to deeply understand

the behaviour of the air around a wing blade. In brief, the shape of the section, together with

the tip speed ratio and the attack angle, have a strong influence on the evaluation of the forces

that can be extracted from the wind flow. By defining the drag coefficient Cd and the lift

coefficient Cl, a tangential force coefficient Ct can be formulated as Ct = Clsinα−Cdcosα.

Given the blade height s and air density ρ, the instant tangential force FT = 1
2CtρsV

2
i on

a single blade can be evaluated at a specific configuration. But, as in the case of Figure 2,

the blade is tracing a circular trajectory, therefore continuously changing the relative angles

and parameters. Thus an average tangential force FTmean
needs to be estimated: FTmean

=
1
2π

∫ 2π

0
FT (θ)dθ. When thinking to a VAWT composed of N blades, each with chord length

c, the solidity σ = Nc
2πr can define the fraction of the perimeter, which is occupied by the

blades; from such a machine with N blades, an average torque τ can be calculated: τ =
FTaverage

Nr; this leads to an average extracted power Pturbine = τω.

Efficiency considerations
Independently from the architecture, the harvesting has to understand its limits of efficiency.

Being the wind power Pwind = 1/2ρdsV 3
i , according to Betz the extractable wind power

PBetz = 1/2ρdsV 3
i 4β(1 − β)2, with interference factor β = Vi−Vout

Vi
, is only a fraction

of the wind power Pwind; therefore a theoretical efficiency η = PBetz

Pwind
can be defined and

evaluated as 0.59.

In reality each turbine can not reach the theoretical efficiency, which works as the upper

bound, but it is constrained by the losses to a lower performance, which can be evaluated by

the Coefficient of Performance CP as CP = Pturbine

Pwind
= τω

1/2ρdsV 3
i

. It is interesting to note
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Figure 4. Coefficient of performance as function of wind speed in a Darrieus VAWT.

that for the HAWTs the CPmax
is in the range [0.4,0.5], whereas for the VAWTs is around

0.4, therefore lower than in HAWTs, far from the theoretical efficiency η, but that there is

a strong relationship with the wind speed. In [3, 4] it was suggested to use the exergy as a

measure of turbine performance, as in Figure 3, because of the more parameters involved in

wind harvesting, such as air pressure and temperature: again the dependence on the wind

speed is relevant, as confirmed in Figure 4.

Self-starting in Darrieus turbines
As noted in [5], the starting of VAWTs can be problematic (and costly to be solved), as in

Darrieus wind turbine the efficiency is very low for low tip speed ratios λ, due to the cyclic

dependence of the attack angle α on the azimuthal angle θ, as can be seen in Figure 5, where

for low tip speed ratio λ the variation in the attack angle is relevant. The Darrieus VAWT has

a so-called ”dead zone” where it needs external aid to start rotating: as can be seen in Figure

6, when λ ∈ [0.75, 2.70] the produced torque is negative, meaning that the turbine can not

start autonomously and can not reach any higher speed. A solution to the self-starting issue

in network-isolated systems can be the change in the machine geometry, by means of convex

blades, flexible blades, or variable pitch, as later discussed in section 4..

Most of the wind energy harvesting, in terms of power production, is covered by the HAWTs,

mainly as 3-bladed turbines. But the HAWTs are not the best solution for all the issues, as

the following comparison highlights from [6, 7]:

• tower oscillations: HAWTs have stronger deflections than VAWTs.

• rotor direction control: HAWTs are strongly dependant on following the wind direc-

tion, which must be orthogonal to the blades’ plane; for VAWTs it might only be a

matter of optimising the harvesting.
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Figure 5. Variations in a Darrieus turbine of the attack angle α on the azimuthal angle θ as

function of the tip speed ratios λ.

Figure 6. Torque in a Darrieus turbine versus the tip speed ratio.

• self-starting: only HAWTs start autonomously, while VAWTs need a motor or other

solutions.

• generator location: in HAWTs the generator is located at the top of the tower, with

great costs in mounting and in maintenance; for VAWTs the generator can lay on the

lowest position, with relevant savings.

• blade area: VAWTs generally have blade with larger areas to increase the energy har-

vesting, though with cost increases than in HAWTs.

• noise emission: VAWTs generally have a lower blade speed and less flow, with less

noise than HAWTs, also for the more compact architecture.

• efficiency: for HAWTs the efficiency is about 40-50%, while for VAWTs is only around

40%.

• blades: the shape and dimension of the blades can increase significantly the costs re-

lated to the specific architecture; for HAWTs the blades are connected to the central

20



Table 1. Summary of the Darrieus-type solutions for VAWTs

Type / Characteristics Type / Characteristics Type / Characteristics Type / Characteristics Type / Characteristics

Darrieus Egg-beater Darrieus Giromill Darrieus Masgrowe [8] Darrieus Crossflex [9] Darrieus Twisted Blades

Low starting torque Rectilinear blades Dual-level blades 90◦ phased Many Egg-beater turbines Smooth detachment of air flow

High efficiency 2-5 simpler blades Easier starting Reduced inertia Positive lift for easier start

High costs of wings Fix or variable pitch Efficiency Flexible wings High blade costs

for an easier start Efficient for high wind speeds Lower efficiency

Table 2. Summary of other architecture solutions for VAWTs

Type / Characteristics Type / Characteristics Type / Characteristics

Savonious Turbine [10] Sistan Turbine [11] Zephir Turbine

Only drag forces Only drag forces Stator vanes for lower turbulence

Lower efficiency Buildings integration Low efficiency

Low use Higher drag with end disks Low diffusion

axis on the top of the tower, while for VAWTs linkages build the structure around the

vertical axis.

• blade flexibility: typical problem of the HAWTs due to the bending of the blades that

can cause interference with the tower, especially in upwind conditions, when the rotor

is positioned before the tower in the direction of the flow; in downwind conditions the

deflection can alter the relative wind velocities and cause noise or efficiency losses.

• height: HAWTs are less influenced by the ground profile, reaching relevant altitude

above the base; to be in the same conditions the VAWTs should be also positioned on

a tower.

This paper aims at inquiring the feasibility of VAWT architecture in wind energy har-

vesting, thanks to its lower costs and usability in complementary situations to those where

the HAWTs are dominant.
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Figure 7. Example of blade skeleton.

Figure 8. NACA 0012 parametric profile.

Darrieus-type solutions
Some of the Darrieus-type architectures are summarised in Table 1, together with the main

characteristics and specific references.

Other solutions
In Table 2 different solutions of VAWTs rather than the Darrieus-type ones are sketched, also

with their main characteristics and specific references.

As already hinted in section 2., the variability of the attack angle is a source of lower perfor-

mances and of the potential ”dead-zone” issue in VAWTs. It follows that there is the need to

control the incidence of each blade towards the wind speed. Among the many possible ac-

tuating solutions that can be found in literature, the adoption of a passive four-bar linkage is

analysed in the present contribution, which aims at assessing the feasibility of this old mech-

anism as passive controller. For this purpose, the aerodynamic forces will be evaluated as

function of the wind speed and azimuthal angle θ for each blade and for the whole machine,

by means of equilibrium conditions on a constrained mechanism.
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Figure 9. Lift coefficient as function of the attack angle (left) and drag coefficient as function

of lift coefficient (right), with polynomial approximation.

Figure 10. Four-bar linkage scheme for the passive control of the blade b.

Blade selection
Starting from the basic Giromill solution of Table 1, the skeleton of each strait blade can be

exemplified as in Figure 7. The shape can have multiple profiles with their specific aerody-

namic properties (see section 2.), therefore one NACA 0012 shape in Figure 8 was selected

to have the lift and drag variability of Figure 9 from Reference [2].

Single blade configuration
Considering the control of a single blade, the four-bar linkage of Figure 10 presents the blade

as member b, whereas two linkages a and c are connected to b and to the central shaft at

eccentricity d, being the shaft the local reference for the one degree of freedom system.
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Figure 11. Aerodynamic forces, reactions and torque on the guided blade.

Figure 12. Example of the calculated aerodynamic force on a single blade (red=aerodynamic

force [mainly lift, with minimal drag], blue=wind relative direction).

The length of each member of the mechanism describes the passive driving function of

the blade, which might be optimised for specific wind speeds and blade shapes. For the

presented case study, the following data were taken into account:

• a=0.373 m; b=0.085 m; c=0.380 m; d=0.026 m

• Vi=2 m/s on the x direction; ω1= 2 rad/s
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Figure 13. Force on a single blade as function of the attack angle (blue=aerodynamic;

red=reaction from c; black=reaction from a).

Figure 14. Possible planar scheme from [13].

As can be followed on Figure 11, at each θ1 position follows a force pattern located on

the pressure centre of the blade, therefore a torque deployment can be evaluated by means

of the mechanism equilibrium [12]. Taking into account the above data of wind speed and

mechanism rotational speed ω1, the aerodynamic forces can be evaluated as in Figure 12 at

position θ1 = 0. The same aerodynamic force, together with the reactions on link a and c,
can be analysed as function of the variable attack angle as in Figure 13, where, though, sign

discrepancies are present in this prototype study.
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Figure 15. Scheme of the machine on the left, custom software representation on the right.

Figure 16. Simplified blade for inertia calculation.

3-bladed turbine
When working on a whole turbine each vectorial contribution of the blades must be taken into

account. As in most of the architectures in Table 1, a 3-bladed VAWT with passive four-bar

control mechanism was here modelled. The main link system of Figure 14 is composed of

each a link in the single blade mechanism, fixed together on an eccentric shaft, whereas the

secondary link system is the fusion of each c link. The lever works as optimizer of the turbine

performances and might be self-actuated by a wind flap, maintaining it in the wind direction:

on the left of Figure 15 this degree of freedom is called θP , as pitch-related; on the right side

the whole turbine representation in the graphical environment of the present simulation, with

θP = 0 as mentioned above.

The simulation of the whole machine can be done by considering all the force sources with

their generalised contribution. In this specific test, however, the inertial generalised forces

mainly resulted of limited impact in comparison with that of the aerodynamic forces.
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Figure 17. Inertia force of the whole system: ω1 = 2rad/s ω̇1 = 0rad/s2

Inertia contributions
Before ending with the aerodynamic force simulation of the whole mechanism, the gen-

eralised inertia forces have to be taken into account. Starting from each blade contribu-

tion, together with the related passive driving mechanism dynamics, it is possible to build

the inertia generalised forces acting on the whole machine. To evaluate the mass, cen-

troidal location and inertia moment of a blade, a simplification can be made as in Fig-

ure 16 by finding an equivalence between the original NACA 0012 shape and a sum of 7

rectangular contribution, instead of evaluating the integrals, for sake of simplicity in the

calculations. The following data were used in the inertia simulations: ma = 0.44[kg],
mblade = 0.10[kg], mc = 0.45[kg], Ja = 4/3maa

2[kgm2], Jc = 4/3mcc
2[kgm2], Jblade =∑

i ρ/12(hib
3
i+bih

3
i )+mi(xi−xG)

2[kgm2]. The inertia force of the whole system was sim-

ulated in a complete revolution of the passively guided VAWT, with the different conditions

on the main link in terms of constant angular velocities and accelerations, as reported in the

captions of Figures 17-22. Only in the latter conditions the inertia contributions appeared as

relevant in comparison to the aerodynamic forces, with potential issues when counter-acting

the wind energy harvesting. From what simulated, it appears that the inertia force are more

sensible to angular velocity changes, rather than angular accelerations.

Aerodynamic force simulations
The aerodynamic forces can now be simulated with different conditions on the constant angu-

lar speed of the main link. The first case assumes the angular velocity of 2rad/s, the second

sees an increment to 5rad/s, while the third test is again with angular speed of 2rad/s,

but with the optimiser lever raised of 60◦. Figures 23, 25 amd 27 present the aerodynamic

resultant as mapped in its horizontal and vertical components during a whole turbine revolu-

tion. Figures 24, 26, 28 instead show the aerodynamic resultant force modulus as function

of the angular position of the reference principal link. The angular speed affects the aero-

dynamic forces with lower magnitude than for the inertial ones, though the distribution in

a revolution is changing significantly, raising some concerns about counter acting contribu-

tions. Especially at higher speeds (ω = 5rad/s), the magnitude of the aerodynamic forces is

comparable to that of the inertia ones, while the distribution is less regular. The actuation of
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Figure 18. Inertia force of the whole system: ω1 = 2rad/s ω̇1 = 1rad/s2

Figure 19. Inertia force of the whole system: ω1 = 2rad/s ω̇1 = 3rad/s2

Figure 20. Inertia force of the whole system: ω1 = 2rad/s ω̇1 = 4rad/s2
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Figure 21. Inertia force of the whole system: ω1 = 2rad/s ω̇1 = 5rad/s2

Figure 22. Inertia force of the whole system: ω1 = 5rad/s ω̇1 = 5rad/s2

the optimiser lever indeed plays a negative effect on the aerodynamic forces, again showing

that the best pitch angle compromise is obtained with the lever in the same direction of the

main flow of the undisturbed wind. Figures 27 and 28 show substantial changes in shape and

amplitude.

Aerodynamic torque simulations
With the same test cases above, the aerodynamic torques are elaborated along a whole revo-

lution of the turbine. Figures 29, 30 and 31 show the aerodynamic torque contributions and

their resultant. While in Figure 29 the contributions of each blade seem to be regularly out-

phased, and none is counter-acting as negative, in Figure 30, with higher constant angular

speed ω1, the aerodynamic contributions seem more irregular and, more relevant, have par-

tial counter-acting effect in the negative zones. The resultant of Figure 30 has therefore many

positions with negative value, acting therefore has a brake on the revolution of the system; in

such situations the inertia torque should also be taken into consideration, clearly highlighting

the impossibility for the VAWT to reach higher speeds. In Figure 31, the actuation of the
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Figure 23. Resultant of the 3 aerodynamic forces in a whole revolution (horiz. vs vert.)

Vi=2 m/s; ω= 2 rad/s.

Figure 24. Resultant of the 3 aerodynamic forces in a whole revolution (modulus vs θ1)

Vi=2 m/s; ω= 2 rad/s.

pitch-optimizer lever brings the three aerodynamic torque contributions partly, but regularly,

in the negative range, with a resultant that is lowered, sometime to close-to-null values, much

lower than the inertial contributions seen above.

Recall to system equations
In this simplified modelling, the whole system dynamics is governed by the aerodynamic and

inertia forces. To be able to describe it, a Lagrangian approach can be followed by means of

the kinetic energy and external force work. For each blade, knowing the inertia moments of

the blade and the driving linkages, the kinetic energy can be expressed as:

Ti =
1

2

[
Jai θ̇

2
1i + Jci θ̇

2
3i + Jbladei θ̇

2
2i

]
=

1

2

[
Jai

+ Jciτ
2
31i + Jbladeiτ

2
21i

]
θ̇21i =

=
1

2

[
JRi

(
θ1i , θ̇1i

)]
θ̇21i ,
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Figure 25. Resultant of the 3 aerodynamic forces in a whole revolution (horiz. vs vert.)

Vi=2 m/s; ω= 5 rad/s.

Figure 26. Resultant of the 3 aerodynamic forces in a whole revolution (modulus vs θ1)

Vi=2 m/s; ω= 5 rad/s.

keeping in mind that the blades are phased by 120◦, therefore the main link of reference

is angled of θ11, the one of the second blade of θ12 = θ11 + 2π/3, the one of the third

of θ13 = θ11 + 4π/3. It can be clearly seen, also in the above formulation that reduces

the multibody inertia contributions to a one degree of freedom system, how the turbine has

a variable reduced inertia, therefore showing different dynamic properties along the whole

revolution. The problem might also be approached by multibody modelling as done by the

author in other studies [14–18].

From the expression of the aerodynamic torque contributions, the total work of the aero-

dynamic forces follows as:

W = Maero1θ11 +Maero2θ12 +Maero3θ13.

Finally, the motion equations can be obtained in the Lagrange formulation by proper

derivation of the Lagrangian function L = T1 + T2 + T3, made of the kinetic energies of the

3 blades:
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Figure 27. Resultant of the 3 aerodynamic forces in a whole revolution (horiz. vs vert.)

Vi=2 m/s; ω= 2 rad/s; lever at 60◦.

Figure 28. Resultant of the 3 aerodynamic forces in a whole revolution (modulus vs θ1)

Vi=2 m/s; ω= 2 rad/s; lever at 60◦.

d

dt

∂L

∂θ̇11

)
− ∂L

∂θ11
=

∂W

∂θ11
.

The motion equation are valuable for simulating the transients of the turbine, when both

aerodynamic and inertia forces can affect the stability of the rotational speed, not inquired

in this early work. It must be recalled how this approach does not take into account any

damping effect of the wind on the turbine structure. Though, the nervous nature of the forces

seen above opens questions about evolving the modelling towards the introduction of flexible

degrees of freedom, as done in [19–21], to forecast with better insight dangerous instabilities,

durability issues due to flexural or torsional vibrations, and forbidden speeds for the system.
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Figure 29. Resultant (blue) and single contributions (red, green, black) of the aerodynamic

torques in a whole revolution (modulus vs θ1) Vi=2 m/s; ω= 2 rad/s.

Figure 30. Resultant (blue) and single contributions (red, green, black) of the aerodynamic

torques in a whole revolution (modulus vs θ1) Vi=2 m/s; ω= 5 rad/s.

The present contribution has briefly outlined how the modelling of aerodynamic forces can be

joined with mechanical system dynamics in the application of a four-bar linkage as passive

regulator of the attack angle in VAWTs. In particular, detailed kinematics & aerodynamic

model based quantities were achieved with simple assumptions, with a better understanding

of basic phenomena, in agreement with literature evidences, than an average energy based

assumptions. Section 5. has strongly highlighted how the harvested torque, and therefore also

the output power, is other than constant at each revolution, surely posing issues in network

frequency. Furthermore, there is a relevant limitation in the speed range achievable due to the

counter-acting force from aerodynamic and inertia sources.

These methodological results are transferable to other investigations: design, selection,

optimisation of different turbines and architectures. Enhancements can be easily foreseen in

the selection of the wing profile, when not a morphing one, in the assessment of the reachable
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Figure 31. Resultant (blue) and single contributions (red, green, black) of the aerodynamic

torques in a whole revolution (modulus vs θ1) Vi=2 m/s; ω= 2 rad/s; lever at 60◦.

speed ranges and sustainable transients, o in the optimisation of the architecture for specific

critical speeds. Furthermore, a marked improvement of the understanding of critical working

conditions was proposed, able to be applied to a wider set of real industrial aero-generators,

thanks to the improvements in the calculation efficiency that might be shortly implemented.

Also the modeling of wind turbines can take advantage of the flexible multibody ap-

proach seen in [19–21], as well as in the advanced modelling of the gear stiffness in [22] for

the gearbox, because of the discontinuity of the output torque that, with all its fluctuations,

can easily excite the structural dynamics of the machine, especially with torsional vibrations.
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Figure 1. a-c) SLM Insert: from designs to manufacturing;
d) temperatures in extrusion with nitrogen cooling.
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qualifica a vibrazioni, test monoassiali, test multiassiali 

shore, soggette all’azione delle 

durante l’intero ciclo di vita [1].

Ingegneria dell’Università di Ferrara (Fig.1a). L’utilizzo di provini creati ad
strategia ampiamente utilizzata nell’ambito della ricerca sperimentale, f

permesso di verificare l’attendibilità della cosiddetta inverse power law
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interessante valutarne l’effettiva applicabilità anche al caso multiassiale, soprattutto in vista 

I test monoassiali, i più simili alle condizioni ideali per l’applicazione dell’inverse power 

effettuati l’errore fra test con tensione stazionaria e test non stazionari si è attestato attorno il 

dell’inverse power law (corrispondente alla pendenza della retta di Fig.1b) debba essere 

Infine, è stato condotto anche uno studio sull’influenza dei valori RMS di accelerazione 

, C., 2014. “Mechanical vibration and shock analysis Specification Development”. Wiley-ISTE
[2] Whiteman, W. E. and Berman, M. S., 2001. “Inadequacies in uniaxial stress screen vibration testing”. 

Journal of the IEST, –
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Leptokurtic signals in random control vibration testing

A new practical and intuitive method for 
kurtosis control in random vibration testing, 

Generating non-Gaussian vibration for testing purposes, 

Kurtosion getting the kurtosis into the resonances,
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fatigue damage, frequency-domain approach, Power Spectral Density, single-moment method 
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lso a variance E D
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“true” a priori
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SOMMARIO ESTESO 

Una  delle  tecnologie  più  promettenti  nell’industria  è  senza dubbio il sistema di trasporto 
a carrelli indipendenti, che può sostituire i motori a induzione e le catene cinematiche in 
diverse applicazioni, soprattutto nel campo delle macchine per il confezionamento 
automatico [1]. Il sistema di trasporto a carrelli indipendenti è costituito da diverse unità 
mobili in moto su di un circuito chiuso, e ognuno delle unità può muoversi liberamente 
rispetto alle altre. Ogni carrello è costituito da un motore lineare a induzione, in cui i magneti 
si trovano sui carrelli mobili insieme a un dispositivo per la retroazione (ad esempio un 
sensore Hall per tenere traccia della posizione), mentre gli avvolgimenti e gli azionamenti 
sono posti sul telaio. Il sistema di controllo aziona ciascun carrello in modo indipendente in 
base al profilo di movimento caricato. I carrelli sono collegati al telaio attraverso una serie di 
rulli, i cui cuscinetti sono soggetti ad usura. In questo articolo si è sviluppato un algoritmo 
per la simulazione del segnale di vibrazione atteso in condizioni di danneggiamento dei 
carrelli indipendenti. In particolare, in presenza di diversi tipi di danni sui cuscinetti volventi 
presenti.  

Il modello prende in considerazione il profilo di movimento, la progettazione meccanica 
del carrello, la geometria del percorso, i carichi previsti e il tipo di guasto sul cuscinetto a 
rulli. Il modello proposto è un’estensione di precedenti lavori degli autori [2, 3], fornendone 
in questa sede una validazione numerica e sperimentale. In particolare, dopo una prima 
verifica numerica della corretta simulazione in condizioni stazionarie di funzionamento, si è 
svolta una validazione sperimentale del modello in condizioni non stazionarie, dimostrando 
la validità del modello e del segnale di vibrazione restituito. In Fig. 1 si mostra il confronto 
tra gli spettri calcolati sperimentalmente e simulati nel caso di danno sull’anello esterno ed 
in presenza di slittamenti random all’interno del cuscinetto volvente. I risultati ottenuti 
dimostrano la validità dell’algoritmo proposto. 
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Figura 1. Spettro del segnale sperimentale e simulato, danno anello esterno, v=1500 mm/s, 
slittamenti random abilitati. 
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SOMMARIO ESTESO 

Le perdite di grano causate da infestazioni di insetti non sono trascurabili e il conseguente 
danno economico non può essere ignorato dalle aziende che lavorano derrate alimentari. I 
costi considerevoli per il contrasto di simili infestazioni possono essere ridotti solo grazie a 
una loro precoce identificazione. Lo Sitophilus Oryzae è l’insetto che viene preso in 
considerazione in questo lavoro in quanto rappresenta uno dei principali insetti infestanti del 
grano. 

Gli insetti adulti sono identificabili abbastanza agevolmente setacciando il grano mentre 
fino a poco tempo fa è stato più difficile e più costoso identificare le larve: la femmina di S. 
oryzae depone una larva all’interno di una cariosside dopo avervi praticato un foro e si 
premura di richiuderlo a processo terminato, rendendo così difficile la loro identificazione 
[1]. Alcune aziende hanno pensato di produrre uno strumento che permette di ascoltare in 
cuffia anche i suoni emessi dalle larve all’interno delle cariossidi, così da poterle identificare 
prima che siano diventate insetti adulti e abbiano nel frattempo mangiato gran parte della 
cariosside che le ospitava [2]. 

Partendo dall’uso di questo strumento si è sviluppato un metodo di rilevamento 
automatizzato della presenza delle larve e degli adulti di S. oryzae che non richiedesse più la 
presenza di un operatore addetto all’ascolto dei rumori provenienti dai campioni di grano 
analizzati mediante l’utilizzo di cuffie e microfono. 

L’algoritmo sviluppato, interpretando le registrazioni audio di segnali acquisiti da un 
apposito microfono, riesce a identificare la presenza di S. oryzae in un campione di grano e 
a stimare la maggiore o minore presenza di adulti rispetto alle larve. 

È stata condotta una campagna sperimentale di registrazione dei suoni provenienti da un 
set di campioni di grano specifici, in collaborazione e presso il Laboratorio di Entomologia 
del Dipartimento di Scienze della Vita dell’Università di Modena e Reggio Emilia. 

L’algoritmo proposto filtra il segnale in una specifica banda di frequenza determinata 
sperimentalmente, calcola la potenza media istantanea del segnale e la variazione del suo 
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valore nel tempo (Fig. 1). Per identificare la variazione di potenza del segnale causata da un 
morso piuttosto che da un movimento dell’insetto si è fatto riferimento a una finestra 
temporale mobile della durata paragonabile a quella di un morso. Per ciascuna finestratura si 
è valutato il valore massimo e minimo della potenza istantanea al suo interno. Variazioni 
superiori a 10 volte il valore minimo misurato sono state associate alla presenza di un 
masticamento, mentre variazioni di almeno 2.5 volte il valore minimo sono state associate al 
movimento dell’insetto tra un chicco di grano e l’altro, identificando la presenza di adulti. 

Il software realizzato si è dimostrato capace di riconoscere l’infestazione in atto di S. 
oryzae evidenziando la contemporanea presenza insetti adulti e larve o dei soli adulti. 
 

 

Figura 1. Soglie di potenza e potenze medie caratteristiche delle 57 registrazioni analizzate 
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 

Regeneration of tendons represents nowadays an unsolved clinical problem worldwide. 
Resorbable electrospun nanofibrous scaffolds mimicking the morphology and mechanical 
properties of tendon fascicles were developed in a previous study [1].   

The aims of the study were: (i) to develop a hierarchical multiscale nanofibrous electrospun 
scaffolds mimicking the morphology and the biomechanical properties of tendons; (ii) to 
characterize their structure from the morphological and mechanical point of view; (iii) to 
evaluate its cell viability. 

Electrospun bundles of aligned nanofibers of poly-L-lactic acid (PLLA) were produced 
by  wrapping electrospun mats on a drum collector [1].  To produce the hierarchical multiscale 
tendon-like scaffold 100 bundles of 100 mm length were aligned together.  An “epitenon-
like” sheath of PLLA was electrospun on the bundles to group and compact them together.  
The morphology of the multiscale scaffolds was evaluated with scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) and high-resolution x-rays computed tomography (XCT).  The 
orientation of the nanofibers was assessed following a validated XCT-based protocol [2]. 
Different voxel sizes of the XCT scans were chosen to permit a multiscale approach to the 
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investigation (0.4 micrometers for the bundles, and 8.5-20 micrometers for the multiscale 
scaffolds). The mechanical properties of both single bundles and hierarchical multiscale 
scaffolds were tested with a monotonic ramp to failure. In order to reproduce physiological 
scenarios of failure, physiological strain rates were used (33%/sec. for the single bundles and 
100%/sec. for the hierarchical multiscale scaffolds).  Cell infiltration was evaluated with 
human fibroblasts and the scaffolds evaluated with a histological investigation. 

The nanofibers and the bundles showed diameters in the range of the collagen fibrils 
and fascicles in the human tendon [3].  The SEM and XCT images showed that the nanofibers 
were aligned within the bundles in a physiological way. The sheath was homogeneous, and 
the bundles were compactly assembled.  The XCT and SEM investigation confirmed also a 
morphology and hierarchical structure of both the single bundles and the hierarchical 
multiscale scaffolds similar to the human fascicles and tendons [3].  The single bundles and 
the hierarchical multiscale scaffolds showed a ductile behaviour with mechanical properties 
in the range of human tendons [3, 4].  Cells successfully infiltrated into the scaffolds and 
proliferated inside them in a physiological way.   

The promising results for the produced hierarchical multiscale electrospun scaffold of 
PLLA confirm the potential of the production process developed in this study, able to produce 
high-fidelity scaffolds for regeneration and replacement of tendon tissue. 
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Cable-driven parallel robots (CDPRs) have an end-effector (EE) connected to a fixed frame

by cables whose lengths can be controlled by coiling and uncoiling them on cable winches.

Cable-suspended parallel robots (CSPRs) are a subgroup of CDPRs where cables are kept in

tension mainly by gravity, which pulls the EE downwards. CSPRs that use as many cables

n as the number m of degrees of freedom (DOF) of the EE are called fully-constrained: in

particular, we consider a robot of this category.

Cable actuation offers interesting advantages, such as potentially very large workspaces,

but has a fundamental drawback: cable tensions τi must be positive at all times. If inertia

forces are small enough that they can be neglected, this condition requires the EE to remain

within the Static Equilibrium Workspace (SEW), which is the set of poses where static equi-

librium is possible with τi > 0 [1]. Researchers have now shown that inertia forces can help

in keeping cables in tension, even as the robot moves beyond its SEW [2–4]: this can provide

new applications for such robots, as the usable workspace becomes much larger.

Often, it is not necessary to fully control the EE pose: in a purely-translational robot, the

orientation remains constant while only the EE position is controlled. This kind of motion

may be obtained with a robot having 6 cables that are kept pairwise parallel and at the same

length, so that they form three parallelograms.

Some of the first CSPRs with an architecture based on this concept are in [5] (for rescue

operations in disaster-struck areas), [6] (for the construction sector), [7] (for large-scale 3D

printing) and [8] (to help disabled people overcome architectural barriers, such as pedestrian

bridges). Often, the robots include more than 6 cables, to guarantee that cable tensions remain

positive, by having the cables pull on each other; in other works, antagonistic jacks pushing

on the EE are employed for the same goal.

In our work, instead, we only use 6 cables, the minimum number for a fully-constrained

robot with a finite-size EE, with no external tensioning devices. Furthermore, this robot can

be controlled by only 3 actuators, where each motor acts upon two cables in the same paral-

lelogram (which must remain at the same length), which further simplifies design and reduces

the total cost. For this robot, we aim to define dynamic trajectories that take advantage of the

inertia force on the EE to maintain the cables under tension (and thus to guarantee proper

robot control).
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Since we consider the most general three-parallelogram architecture, some of the CSPRs

introduced in previous works [5,7] are also covered as special cases: in this sense, our present

work unites and further develops previous research on both 3-DOF spatial cable robots and

dynamically feasible motions for CSPRs.

Having defined the geometry of the robot and assuming that no external forces are ex-

erted on the EE besides gravity and inertia, we derive the conditions that guarantee positive

tensions in all cables, for the most general robot architecture. Then, we introduce a special

geometry, such that the robot’s dynamic equations are equivalent to those of a virtual 3-

cable robot with point-mass EE: this allows the equations of motion to be greatly simplified.

With this architecture, the results on the feasibility of dynamic motions of 3-cable point-mass

robots that we obtained in our previous work [2] can be reused. Furthermore, for this simpler

geometry, the SEW of the robot can be described analytically and has a simple geometric

shape; see for instance [5, 6], where the SEW had to be found numerically.

To provide a full analysis of our robot, we also derive the singularity locus: here, we can

distinguish between actuation singularities and constraint singularities, where in the latter

the robot gains an additional DOF [9]. Also, we analytically define the zones of possible cable

interference; it is found that, under some conditions on the placement of the cable attachment

points, both the singularity locus and the cable interference zones can be easily defined and

avoided. Finally, we describe the reachable workspace as the set of points where the EE can

be brought when taking into account the limits on the cable lengths.

Finally, experimental results from tests on a prototype are presented.

Our work is currently submitted to a peer-reviewed scientific journal.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 

Human-centred design (HCD) focuses on the inclusion of human factors in product and 
system design in order to respond to physical, psychological, social and cultural needs of 
human beings [1]. It aims at the satisfaction of the user needs related to performances, 
aesthetics, reliability, usability, accessibility and visibility issues, costs, and many other 
aspects. However, the product quality as perceived by users is usually faithfully assessed 
only at the end of the design process, while it is very difficult to predict on 3D CAD model. 
As a consequence, HCD consists of the application of human-related information to the 
design of tools, machines, systems, tasks, jobs, and environments for safe, comfortable, and 
effective human use. As far as industrial system design, the optimization of posture, 
physical overload, perceived effort, discomfort, and physical fatigue is fundamental to 
satisfy the users’ needs and prevent musculoskeletal disorders [2]. In this context, the 
analysis of human factors has a central role in the understanding of human behaviours and 
performance interacting with socio-technical systems, and the application of that 
understanding to design of interactions [3]. 

Traditionally the analysis of human-related aspects of a product is based on physical 
prototypes, which increases product development times and cost. Nowadays, with the 
escalation of the computational power and the decrease of equipment size, digital 
technologies and simulation tools allow virtualizing and assessing the human-product 
interaction in advance, for preventive analyses before products or systems are physically 
realized. Such tools allow products and interaction tasks to be simulated on digital mock-
ups, and human actions and behaviours to be reproduced by digital human models (DHMs) 
[4]. Also wearable instruments designed for hands-free operation can be used during the 
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design stages within immersive environments in order to reduce the intrusiveness and allow 
the wearer to stay focused on their main task and be assisted by the wearable rather than be 
distracted, recording continuously biometric data without additional effort [5]. Furthermore, 
Virtual Reality (VR) technologies can be used to create a 3D immersive simulation 
environment where users are immersed and user experience can be validly simulated and 
assessed [6]. 

The paper proposes a digital set-up where the interaction between products and humans 
interacting with them is digitalized and analysed. Such an environment is useful to predict 
the design criticalities and to improve the global system design. The research approached is 
based on the creation of a virtual environment replicating the human-system interaction and 
collecting data about the behavioural and cognitive responses thought a set of metrics, 
properly selected for the specific case study. Interaction between humans and products or 
systems are in this case digitalized and simulated by the DMU, using both virtual and 
physical items within a Mixed Reality (MR) environment. Metrics aims at measuring both 
physical and cognitive workload in terms of postural comfort, physical stress and fatigue, 
as well as visibility and accessibility, simplicity of actions, interaction support and 
satisfaction on the other hand. The proposed set-up includes different software and 
hardware tools, as follows:  

• Siemens JACK for product digitalization; 
• VICON tracking system for real users’ tracking and manikin digitalization; 
• HAPTION RTI plug-in for connection among real user movements and virtual 

manikin movements. 
• a set of VICON Bonita cameras for motion capture; 
• a set of 3D printed rigid bodies with markers for full body marking; 
• a pair of Tobii Pro Glasses 2 to capture eye movements; 
• a Bio Zephyr BioHarness sensor to record human physiological data; 
• a GoPro camera to record the scene. 

The industrial case study has been developed in collaboration with CNH Industrial, 
focusing on tractors, with the final aim to support the cabin human-centred design. The 
study is based on the virtualization of the cabin, where the tractor driver works and interacts 
with commands and controls, and the monitoring of the driver’s physical and mental 
workload to understand the level of comfort, the usability of the interfaces, the level of 
stress, and the perceived quality.  
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